
          
 

 

G42 Healthcare, Israel’s Sheba Medical Center to team up on joint 
research projects, clinical trials 

 
G42 Healthcare to extend AI-driven solutions on stem cell research programs, infrastructure 

building and collaborations for the advancement in healthcare 

Collaboration on major healthcare investments, cutting-edge innovations and leveraging the 
capabilities of IROS, G42 Healthcare’s CRO 

ABU DHABI, November 21, 2022 — In line with its mission to develop a world-class healthcare ecosystem 
in the UAE and beyond, G42 Healthcare – a leading Abu Dhabi-based AI health-tech company, has 
announced a strategic collaboration with Israel-based Sheba Medical Center – a leading medical center 
rated among the top 10 hospitals in the world, on joint research projects and clinical trials across UAE and 
Israel in the future. 
 
G42 Healthcare will team up with Sheba Medical Center on AI-driven solutions related to stem cell 
research programs, infrastructure building, and collaborations for advancement in healthcare in multiple 
areas including cardiology, oncology, obstetrics, gynecology, diabetes, and fertility, to shape the future of 
healthcare across both the countries. 
 
The collaboration, which follows joint efforts and cooperation in medical research and healthcare 
technology following the signing of the Abraham Accords between UAE, Bahrain, Israel, and the US among 
others in 2020, will also focus on major healthcare investments and introducing cutting-edge innovations 
in healthcare in the UAE and Israel. 
 
One of the key aspects of the collaboration will focus on leveraging the capabilities of G42 Healthcare’s 
Insights Research Organization and Solutions [IROS], the first UAE-based Contract Research Organization 
[CRO] that specialize in different areas of healthcare research with a focus on Real World Evidence and 
clinical trials in all therapeutic areas. 
 
Ashish Koshy, Chief Executive Officer of G42 Healthcare, recently signed the strategic agreement with 
Professor Dr. Yitshak Kreiss, Director General of Sheba Medical Center. 
 
Talking about the collaboration, Koshy said: “G42 Healthcare is committed to inventing a better healthcare 
every day, and continues to push the boundaries of innovation with world leaders in the healthcare 
domain. Our collaboration agreement with Sheba Medical Center is part of this commitment. With Sheba, 
we look forward to leveraging our state-of-the-art research capabilities and groundbreaking technologies 
to support scientific and ethical research, conducting clinical trials and reporting, expanding, and ensuring 
access to innovation in life-changing treatments.” 
 
In his comments, Professor Dr. Yitshak Kreiss, Director General of Sheba Medical Center, said: “In line with 
Sheba Medical Center’s commitment to providing ‘hope without boundaries’, improving care, and 
supporting its patients in combating even the most complex conditions, we are always on the lookout for 
impactful collaborations. We are excited to partner with G42 Healthcare to accelerate clinical research 



and enhance patient access to novel treatments and help in improving patient outcomes with an emphasis 
on creating a better quality of life.” 
 
With Sheba, G42 Healthcare will harness the real-world data and Artificial Intelligence of IROS to support 
internationally leading standards of clinical research. IROS provides clinical trial services ranging from 
clinical project management, Data Management, Medical Writing & Lab services, and technology 
solutions for RWE & RWD.  
 
The focus of IROS is to provide intelligent and high-quality solutions to help develop new drugs and 
medications by leveraging state-of-the-art research capabilities and ground-breaking technologies to 
invigorate the generation of revolutionary treatments to address pressing healthcare challenges of the 
present and the future. G42 Healthcare and Sheba Medical Center aim to utilize these capabilities for 
clinical trials and joint research projects across both countries. 
 

### 
 

About G42 Healthcare 
G42 Healthcare, a leading health-tech company, is on a mission to develop a world-class healthcare sector 
in the UAE and beyond, by harnessing data and advanced medical technologies to unlock the potential of 
personalized and preventive care and transforming the traditional healthcare ecosystem. We have built 
Biogenix Labs, UAE’s first COVID-19 accredited large-scale throughput laboratory, facilitated the 
4Humanity clinical trials, the world’s first phase three trial for inactivated vaccine against COVID-19 with 
over 43,000 volunteers from 125+ nationalities across the pan-Arab region, established the region’s first 
dedicated contract research organization (IROS) for conducting clinical research with and for local 
populations, supported UAE’s healthcare authorities on the national vaccination implementation, 
conducted research into new vaccines and drug therapies, and built Omics Centre of Excellence, the 
region’s largest and most technologically advanced Omics facility that is the backbone for the Emirati 
Genome Program, the world’s most comprehensive population genomics initiative. For further 
information on G42 Healthcare, visit https://www.g42healthcare.ai 
 
 
About Sheba Medical Center  
The largest and most comprehensive medical center in the Middle East, Sheba Medical Center, Tel 
Hashomer is generating global impact through its medical care, research and healthcare transformation. 
Sheba’s City of Health boasts an acute-care hospital, rehabilitation hospital, research and innovation hubs, 
medical simulation center, as well as a center for disaster response on one comprehensive campus in the 
heart of Israel. Sheba serves as a true hospital without borders, welcoming patients and healthcare 
professionals from all over the world. For more information, visit: eng.sheba.co.il 
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